DALE H. HUSEMOLLER2
We use the term Riemann surface to mean a pair consisting of a Riemann surface in the usual sense (see [ Let A (X, Y) denote the set of all analytic maps from the Riemann surface X to the Riemann surface Y. In the first three sections we develop the notion of approximation of maps in A (X, Y) by maps in A (W, Y) where W is a subsurface of X. This is done by considering sequences of subsurfaces Wn of X which converge to X, in a sense made precise in ?2, and functions fGEA (Wa, Y) such that for the liftings f,,, f? to the universal covering surface, we have f,?-*f? in the topology of compact convergence. Then we say that fn approximates f. We prove that f can always be approximated by fn defined on relatively compact Wn. Moreover, for all sequences f.CA (W, Y) there exists a subsequence approximating a map in A (X, Y). In the last section we use this result to prove that A (X, Y) is a compact space.
1. Simply embedded subsurfaces. If W is a subsurface of a Riemann surface X, then we denote by i the natural inclusion mapping of W into X. Let (XO, 7r) (or (XO, 7rx)) denote the universal cover of X, see [2, p. 37 ]. If f: X->Y is an analytic map, then there exists a unique analytic map f?: XO-?1 YO such that ry of? =f o lrx, and f induces a group homomorphism f*: 7r1(X)-+lrj(Y). DEFINITION 
A subsurface W of X is simply embedded in X if the induced homomorphism i*: wr(W)->7ri(X) is injective.
In other words, W is simply embedded in X if and only if for each loop in W which is homotopic to zero when viewed in X is homotopic to zero when viewed in W. All homotopies are with fixed base point. . We assume that irt was chosen relative to wr such that i?'(0) >0 for all n. DEFINITION 
If i*: rw(W)-+Wr(X) is injective for one base point in W, then i4 is injective for all base points in W. Let W be a subsurface of X and let u be a loop in W. Let uw

A sequence of subsurfaces { W,n } approximates X if i? converges to the identity in A (U).
For example Wn = X (all n) is an example of a sequence of subsurfaces which approximate X. In the next proposition we derive a method which will enable us to find nontrivial approximations. PROPOSITION 
(u) (m _ q). There exists TEG('zr) such that T(u) C im(i?) C im(i?) (m ? q). Let n > mn such that T=OJ(Tn), T. CG(-rn). From the relation To i?=i?o T, applied to Tn l(u') where io(u') = T(u), we get T(i?(T-1(u'))) =in(Tr(T;T')u'))) -i?(u') = T(u) and u = i?(T-1(u')). Therefore, uCim(i?) for all q > n. Let nzU such that in(un) =u, and let uq=io,n(un) for all q>n. Then io(u,) = u for all q _ n, and by Schwarz's lemma applied to the function ito we have I Uq, I | unI for all q >n. Since the set of zC U, Z zl ? Un| is compact, there exists a subsequence uq(i) -+u* in U. Then U =i?()(uq(j)) converges to h(u*) by the iterated limits theorem [4,
Theorem 2, p. 20]. Therefore, uGim(h), and h is surjective.
Since a limit of injective functions is injective or constant by Hurwitz's theorem, the function h is injective of constant. The function h is not constant because it is surjective, and therefore, h is a bijection.
Since h(0) =0, we have h(z) =e Iz, and since io'(0)-?h'(0) =e i and i?'(0) 0, we have ei0 1 and h(z) =z. q.e.d. COROLLARY 
Let {Wn } be a sequence of subsurfaces of X. Then
there exists a subsequence { W,() } approximating X.
PROOF. Since A (U) is compact, there exists a subsequence io(p) Of i? which converges to h in A (U). By Proposition 3, h is the identity
and { W,(,) } approximates X. q.e.d. COROLLARY (k) ). Therefore, we have A (X, Y) . Let X and Y be two Riemann surfaces. On the set A (X, Y) we have the topology of compact convergence, i.e., uniform convergence on compact sets. This topology is equivalent to the local uniform topology, i.e., uniform convergence on relatively compact coordinate discs.
Let { Wn } approximate X. Let TCGQOx), and let Tq GQ(Iq) (n ? q) such that G,(Tq) = T. Then for all convergent subsequences T,(k) of T,, we have T(k) > T in A ( U).
PROOF. We have T o i?(g) = i?(t) o T.(k) for all k. Moreover, by the iterated limits theorem [4, Proposition 10, p. 22] we have limk(i?(k) o TQ(k)) = (limk io(k)) o (limk Tq
T = T a (limk i (t)) = limk (iq(k) o Tq(k)) = (limk iq(;)) o (limk Tq(k)) = (identity) o (limk Tq(k)) and Tq(k)--+T. q.e.d. By the compactness of A ( U), there always exists a convergent subsequence
Topological properties of
In the special case X= Y= U, A(U, U) (or A(U)) is the set of analytic functions f on U such that jf(z)I <1 for all I zI <1 and f(0) = 0. The theory of normal families, see [1] , says, in effect, that A (U) is a compact separated space. We wish to extend this result to A (X, Y) using the universal covering surfaces.
THEOREM 3. Let X and Y be two Riemann surfaces. The function f-*>fO of A (X, Y)-*A (U) is a homeomorphism of A (X, Y) on a closed subset A (X, Y)0 of A ( U). In particular, the space A (X, Y) is compact.
PROOF. The function f-*>fO of A(X, Y)--*A(X, Y)OCA(U) is a bijection and the inverse function L: A (X, Y) 0-*A (X, Y) is defined.
First we prove that A (X, Y)0 is a closed subset of A (X, Y). Let f%EA(X, Y)0 such that f>-*g in A(U). By Theorem 2 applied to the case Wl/ = X for each n, there exists fCA (X, Y) and a subsequence f0(p)->fO. Therefore, f?-*f? = g and A (X, Y)0 is a closed and compact subset of A (U).
Let f?-*>fo in A (X, Y)0. Then fn ? 7x =y ?f? >y ? f? =f ? 7gx
Since our convergence is locally uniform, this implies L(fb) =fn->f =L(fO) and L is a continuous function. Since A(X, Y)0 is compact, L is a homeomorphism. q.e.d. BIBLIOGRAPHY 
